In this paper, we propose a new method that employs two novel features, correlation density (C d ) and fractal dimension (F d ), to recognize emotional states contained in speech. The former feature obtained by a list of parametric filters reflects the broad frequency components and the fine structure of lower frequency components, contributed by unvoiced phones and voiced phones, respectively; the latter feature indicates the nonlinearity and self-similarity of a speech signal. Comparative experiments based on Hidden Markov Model and K Nearest Neighbor methods are carried out. The results show that C d and F d are much more closely related with emotional expression than the features commonly used.
Introduction
Affective interaction is the high-level phase of human computer interaction (HCI). In that phase, computers or robots should act like humans, for example, to express sorrow or joyful emotion. In paper [1] , Picard coined the term "Affective Computing" to describe a newly established field dealing with the automatic sensing, recognition and synthesis of human emotions from any biological modality such as speech or facial expressions. It is an interdisciplinary field spanning computer sciences, psychology, and cognitive science [2] . This paper focuses on the problems existing in the emotional speech processing, which is to recognize the user's emotional state by analyzing speech patterns. There are already a number of systems that are capable of emotional recognition. However, both speaker dependent and speaker independent speech emotion recognition are far from satisfying. This is hardly surprising since even humans can not identify their emotional states accurately. In our research, 15 individuals were asked to re-classify their own 420 emotional audio samples, previously recorded (two months), on the basis of an emotional category set of seven described later on. Consequently, a mean accuracy of 78.5% was observed. While the mean accuracy dropped to 63.2% on the experiment of determining the expressed emotions of unknown persons. It has always being a dream to give computers speech emotion recognition ability close to or even beyond humans. Looking for new efficient features is one of the effective direction of this study. Vocal parameters and prosody features such as pitch variables and speech rate are analyzed through pattern recognition [3] , [4] . Therefore we aim to focus on finding the optimal speech features linked with the speech emotion expression. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives the description of the databases used; Section 3 illustrates the two features: C d and F d ; Section 4 introduces the comparative experiments based on Hidden Markov Model and K Nearest Neighbor method; and finally conclusions are drawn.
Database Description
To evaluate the new features proposed later on, Beihang University Database of Emotional Speech (BHUDES) was set up to provide speech samples. The emotions used resemble the far spread MPEG-4 set, namely joy, anger, disgust, fear, sadness, surprise and added neutrality. Within acoustic feature extraction and comparative experiments, 2,100 samples of 15 speakers and 20 short sentences are used. In order to get a high number of samples, each sentence was repeated 3 times for each emotion, thus 6,300 samples were obtained. All these samples have a sample-frequency as 11025 Hz and mean duration as 1.2 s.
Besides, an emotional speech evaluation system was established to ensure the reliability of the speech samples. Emotional speech which was accurately recognized by at least 70% of the strange listeners was collected into the experiment corpus (named s70). The corpus contains 3456 mandarin utterances of seven emotions, twenty texts and fifteen actors, seven males and eight females, 1728 utterances covering all texts and speakers are used to train classifiers, while the utterances left are objects to be recognized throughout the comparative experiments.
Speech Feature Extraction
It has been proved that both utterance-level and frame-level features of the acoustic parameters affect the emotion recognition of speech [5] . Studies on emotion of speech indicate that pitch, energy and formant are effective features to distinguish certain emotions [6] , [7] .
In this paper, we extract features of frame-level and utterance-level. Frame-level features are based on partitioning utterance into frames. Each frame is 23 ms and frame shift is 11 ms. For each frame, two novel features, correlation density (C d ) and fractal dimension (F d ) are recomCopyright c 2010 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers mended. Besides, five common features, including pitch (P), formant (F), intensity (I), zero crossing rate (Z), the product of intensity and zero crossing rate (I z ) are extracted, and first derivative and second derivative of these 7 features are derived. So the frame-level feature derived from a speech sample is a list of vectors which contain 21 kinds of features and have a length equal to the number of frames in current utterance. We get the utterance-level feature through calculating the statistic of the frame-level feature, including maximum, minimum, mean and standard deviation. Thereby 84 utterance-level features are obtained. Adding duration and speech rate, We get 86 utterance-level features and 21 kinds of frame-level features at last.
Correlation Density
Generally speaking, the mechanism for generating the human speech can be subdivided into three parts: the lung, the vocal folds within the larynx, and the articulators. The vocal folds are a vibrating valve that chops up the airflow from the lungs into audible pulses that form the laryngeal sound source. The muscles of the larynx adjust the length and tension of the vocal folds to fine tune tone or to stop the vibration of vocal folds while producing unvoiced sounds. The articulators articulate and filter the sound emanating from the larynx. The vocal folds, in combination with the articulators, are capable of producing highly intricate arrays of sound. Indeed, the tone of voice may be modulated to suggest emotions such as anger, surprise, or happiness.
In order to establish an effective mathematical model to reflect the relations between the tone of voice and the suggested emotions, the spectra of voiced sounds and unvoiced sounds are analyzed. Then, correlation density is obtained by designing a list of parametric filters.
The algorithm to calculate the correlation density is given in detail as follows:
• Design a group of one-pole filters as Eq. (1), each pole has the same angle but different amplitude.
where η = {0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.875}, θ = 0.05π (corresponding frequency ≈ 275.6 Hz, which equal to the mean of pitch both of male and female).
• Filter the speech signal X(i) using the designed onepole filters as Eq. (2). Five output speech signals whose low-frequency components are upgraded to various degrees are obtained.
where i is the index of the speech signal and k is the index of α.
• Five frame-level autocorrelation contours derived from the outputs of the one-pole filters are displayed in Eq. (3) and Fig. 1 . 
Where t is the index of the current frame, W(i) is a hanning window whose length is L which is the same as the current frame. The six main peaks in Fig. 1 corresponding to six voiced sounds or vowels which are a, i, e, en, ei, a. The first, fourth and fifth vowels are strengthened and the duration of the first vowels is lengthened compared to the average level. These changes help the speaker to express a certain emotion.
• Calculate correlation density using Eq. (4).
Fractal Dimension
As described in Sect. 3.1, normal human speech is produced with pulmonary pressure provided by the lung. It creates phonation in the glottis that is then modified by the vocal tract into different vowels and consonants. Both the quasiperiodic vibration of the vocal folds and the modification by the vocal tract are nonlinear processes, especially when the consonants occurs, the turbulence is generated in the narrow parts of the vocal tract. Consequently, the waveform of speech signal shows both periodicity and self-similarity according to the vowels and consonants which form syllables together.
Since the box-counting dimension, a kind of fractal dimension, can visually represent nonlinear and self-similarity of speech signal, it is used to reflect the relativity between emotion states and sundry combination of syllables.
The algorithm to calculate the box-counting dimension is given as follows:
• Suppose Y min is the minimum of current frame data Y.
Move Y min to zero.
• Interpolate Y shi f t into a fixed length cellmax.
Where L is the length of Y, cellmax equals to 1024 which is lager than L, function interpl() uses Linear interpolation.
• Normalize Y interp using Eq. (7).
• Now we cover YY with a set of nets whose meshes have side lengths as (8) .
• Suppose N(s) is the number of meshes that covered any part of the waveform, the box-counting dimension is calculated as Eq. (9).
where function poly f it is used to find the coefficients of a polynomial p(x) = D b · x + C of degree 1 that fits the data, log 2 (s) to log 2 (N(s)), in a least squares sense.
Comparative Experiments
In order to evaluate the efficiency of C d and F d , comparative experiments are designed both on frame-level features and on utterance-level features. All these experiments are based on the s70 corpus described in Sect. 2.
Frame-Level Features Comparative Experiments
We apply a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) method to evaluate each frame-level features described in Sect. 3. The mean accuracy of each features can be seen in Table 1 . In this 
Utterance-Level Features Comparative Experiments
We apply a K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) method based Sequential Forward Floating Search (S FS ) and Sequential Backward Floating Search (S BS ) as search function within feature selection (FS ). S FS and S BS are known for their high performance as shown in [8] . The 86 utterance-level features described in Sect. 3 are sorted, the first 10 features are displayed in Table 2 .
In this table, min−C d2 means the minimum of second derivative of C d . From this table, we can see that, under the same conditions, the statistical quantity of C d is sorted in the head of the all 86 features both in S FS and S BS . That means the utterance-level C d are closely linked to emotion expression.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose two novel speech emotion fea- 
